Abstract. The CCKS2019 shared task was devoted to inter-personal relationship extraction. Given two person entities and at least one sentence containing these two entities, participating teams are asked to predict the relationship between the entities according to a given relation list. This year, 358 teams from various universities and organizations participated in this task. In this paper, we present the task definition, the description of data and the evaluation methodology used during this shared task. We also present a brief overview of the various methods adopted by the participating teams. Finally, we present the evaluation results.
Introduction
Inter-personal relationship extraction is one of the shared task of China Conference on Knowledge Graph and Semantic Computing in 2019 (CCKS2019). The goal of this task is to predict the relationship between two given person entities from sentences, which contain these two entities.
This task is an attractive and potential research direction. On one hand, as an important sub-task of information extraction, relation extraction has always been an important basis for many intelligent applications, such as QA and search. On the other hand, as the basis of society as a whole, inter-personal relationship is a strong, deep or close connection among persons [16] .
At present, relation extraction with supervised paradigm [3, 4, 5, 17] has been widely used and yielded relatively high performance. However, supervised relation extraction systems require a masssive amount of labeled training data, which is time-consuming and laborious. To solve this problem, Mintz et.al [8] proposed the concept of distant supervision. They assumed that if two entities e h and e t have a relation r in the knowledge base such as Freebase [1] , then all sentences mentioning these two entities will express the relation r in some way. Through distant supervison, we can automatically generate large amounts of labeled data via aligning knowledge bases and texts.
However, it is inevitable that data generated by supervison has wrong labeling problems due to strong distant supervision assumption, which may lead to wrong evaluations. In order to address the problem, we can hire workers to label the test data.
Then we use a dataset, named as Inter-Personal Relationship Extraction (IPRE) [15] in Chinese, in which manually annotated data is used as development and test sets. The CCKS2019 shared task provides a platform for participating teams to evaluate the methods of inter-personal relation extraction, and the data is available at https://github. com/SUDA-HLT/IPRE.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we provide the definition of task. In Section 3, we describe how data is prepared, including the format of data and the process of data construction and annotation. We also introduce the evaluation methodology in Section 4. In Section 5,we give an introduction to the approaches used by participating teams and shows the ranking of top 10. Finally, we present our conclusions in Section 6.
Task Definition
The shared task on inter-personal relationship extraction is to identify the relationship between people. Specifically, given one or more sentences and a list of inter-personal relationships, a relation extraction system is asked to identify the relationship between two designated entities from the sentences.
Since the data is generated by distant supervision, we can predict the relation between person entities at bag-level. Here, all sentences that mention the same entity pair are regarded as a bag. Nevertheless, we can also predict relation at sentence-level when testing because development and test sets are manually labeled. Hence, the shared task consists of two sub-task: sent-track and bag-track.
Sent-Track
In the sent-track, all participating teams are asked to predict the relations at sentencelevel in the test data. For instance, in the following Example 1, given a sentence and an entity pair <贾玲, 冯巩>, the relation between "贾玲" (Jia Ling) and "冯巩" (Feng Gong) can be detected as teacher (老师).
Bag-Track
In the bag-track, each bag contains at least one sentence and relation prediction is based on bags. Such as Example 2 , given an entity pair <袁汤, 袁安> and several sentences contains "袁汤" (Yuan Tang) and "袁安" (Yuan An). The correct relation beween these two person entities is paternal grandfather (爷爷). Sentence 2 can express this relation while the sentence 1 cannot. The relation expressed by sentences in a bag is considered as the label of the whole bag. Both sent-track and bag-track require contestants to predict relations as much as possible. 
Data
In this section, we briefly introduce the data used in this shared task and the detailed information can be found in [15] .
Data Format
Different from the format of some datasets widely used in relation extraction research, such as Riedel2010 [12] , ACE05 and CONLL04 [13] , in order to make the contestants have a clearer and orderly understanding of the data, we have made some abstract representations of the datasets. Each relation is given a relationID and each instance in each dataset is given a unique sentID. Each bag grouped by the sentences with the same entity pair is also given a bagID. Here, each instance consists of one ordered entity pair <e h , e t > and one sentence. Sentences in all datasets are segmented, and the result of sentence segmentation is for reference only, contestants may use it as appropriate. Table  1 shows the file format infomation in dataset. Each part mentioned above is separated by a tab character. Moreover, relationIDs is composed of several relationID that separated by a space character, and sentIDs is also so. In addition to the dataset, we also provide a large-scale text file consisting of 10 million unlabeled sentences, which can be used to train language models or word vectors. Except for the data mentioned above, contestants cannot use other annotated data.
IPRE Dataset
The data of the shared task mainly comes from the Internet webpage text, in which the develpment set and the test set are manually annotated, and the training set is automatically generated by distant supervision. Data Construction Since there is no Chinese knowledge base like Freebase that provides enough inter-personal relation triples for text alignment, we need to extract triples by ourselves, and wiki-style website (e.g., Wikipedia and Chinese Baidu Baike) can satisfy the demands of data construction. We screen all the entities in the webpages and construct a high-quality person entity list by multiple information verification. Then, we construct a list with 942,344 person entity in all. According to the person entity list, we select potential triples from infobox of the webpages, and both entities appeared in the triples are in the person entity list. We maually merge and denoise the expressions of relations that exist in these triples, and define a set of inter-personal relations (IPR), as shown in Table 2 . After constructing the person entity list and extracting the triples, we align the triples to the webpages. Finally, we obtain over 41,000 sentences and 4,214 bags.
Data Annotation After obtaining the data generated by the distant supervision, we divide this dataset into a training set (70%), a development set (10%) and a test set (20%), ensuring that there is no overlap in any two of them. As discribled in Section 1, we manually annotate all the sentences in development set and test set. 9,776 sentences are manually annotated, in which 899 sentences are labeled as illegal sentences. In the remaining sentences, 3,412 sentences express at least one of 34 relation types, while the others are labeled as NA. At bag level, these legal sentences are divided into 1,266 bags, of which 941 bags express valid relation types. The detailed information is listed in Table 3 .
Evaluation
This section introduces the evaluation metrics used in the shared task and how to rank according to scores.
Evaluation Metrics
Since non-NA data in the test set is labeled manually, we can calculate the F1-score of the predictions submitted by the participating teams. In this shared task on interpersonal relationship extraction, teams are ranked by F1-score both in sent-track and bag-track. When calculating the F1-score, prediction results of NA data are not considered. Or, more accurately, if a sentence or a bag is predicted to have more than one relation label, whether it has a NA label or not will not affect the calcultion of F1-score. However, once the NA relation is predicted to be a non-NA relation, the F1-score will decrease due to the decline in precision of relation extraction system.
Evaluation for Sent-Track
In sent-track, given a prediction result at sentence-level on test data, the number of sentences that are predicted to be non-NA results is recorded as N sys without regard to NA, in which the number of correctly predicted sentences is recorded as N r . If there are multiple non-NA relations in the prediction result of one sentence, such as two non-NA relations, then it will be counted as twice when calculating N sys . The number of sentences in the standard answer is N std , which is a constant. Thus, the evaluation metrics of sent-track are defined as:
Evaluation for Bag-Track Similar to sent-track, given a prediction result at bag-level on test data, let N sys be the number of non-NA relation labels in all bags of prediction results, N std be the number of non-NA relation labels in all bags of standard answer, N r be the number of relation lables that be correctly predicted. Finally, the evaluation metrics of bag-track is formally the same as equation (1).
Leaderboard Strategy
In this shared task on inter-personal relationship extraction, both sent-track and bagtrack have public leaderboard and private leaderboard. Specifically, we release all the test data from the beginning of task. For the test data, we divide it into two parts by about 50% and keep the distribution of data as consistent as possible. How to divide test data is also not public, and F1-score will be calculated on fixed 50% data and 100% data. For each prediction results submitted by contestants, there are two F1-scores dubbed as A-score and B-score, in which A-score is calculated on fixed half test data while B-score is on the whole data. When calculating A-score, prediction results of the other half test data is ignored. The public leaderboard shows the highest A-scores of all teams in descending order, while the private leaderboard is ranked by B-scores corresponding to A-scores. After the end of the competition, we will announce the private leaderboard, which is the final ranking. It is worth mentioning that instances used to calculate A-score in sent-track and bag-track are identical, which effectively avoids the risk of leaking answers. In addition, there are amounts of automatically constructed NA data in the test set, which basically eliminates the possibility of annotating test data manually.
Methodology
The shared task provides a baseline system 3 for both sent-track and bag-track based on convolutional neural network (CNN). In this section, we give a brief overview to the approaches used by the participating teams, and finally give the results of the top 10 and baseline of the task.
Main Technologies
BERT Since the release of BERT [2] , it has quickly surpassed ELMo [11] , becoming a hot language model in the NLP field, and has achieved good performance in multiple NLP tasks. Compared with the traditional methods for training word vector, such as Skip-Gram [7] and GloVe [10] , BERT can provide richer and stronger contextual representation. In the shared task, it yields relatively high performances that simply add a dense layer after BERT to classify or use the output of BERT as word embeddings. Considering that BERT may overfit the entity names, Team LEKG replaces the given entity pair in each sentence with two fixed names, "刘伟明" (Liu Weiming) and "李静 平" (Li Jingping).
Track Conversion Since sent-track and bag-track share the same datasets, and relation extraction at bag-level shows a better noise immunity, many teams convert the results of bag-track into the results into sent-track. The key of conversion is to check whether the sentences in the bag express the relation type of bag or not. Training a binary classifier is an intelligent choice, and using feature templates is also a good choice. Team NEU DM1 and Team "格物致知" (GWZZ) use these methods respectively and their experiments show that their motheds can also achieve good results.
Feature Engineering Feature engineering is an effective way to improve the performance of system, requiring careful analysis of raw data. Participating teams have provided many good feature-based methods to inspire us. In terms of inter-personal relationship, some features, such as gender or surname, are easily utilized to predict the relationship between persons due to the nature of data. There is an open source tool 4 that can judge gender based on Chinese names and it perfroms well. Surname helps to judge blood relationship, especially the relationship between father and son. Correcting the answer with limited keywords also achieves very good results. We can initially predict the relationship between persons through these keywords such as "夫" (husband), "妻" (wife) and so on.
Data Preprocessing
In consideration of the unbalanced distribution of relations, some teams such as Team NEU DM1 delete nearly half of the relations in order to reduce the impact of these relations, which perfroms well. Moreover, in order to enrich courpus, Team "RE小分队" (RE) employs translator tools 5 to convert it into other languages and translate it back to Chinese. The method of undersampling and oversampling can also alleviate the problem of the imbalance of data, which is utilized by Team GWZZ.
Results and Analysis
Due to the space limitation, we only list the scores of top 10 in sent-track and bag-track. As shown in Table 4 , approaches used by the participating teams performs much better than baseline. It is worth noting that there are some changes in the final ranking due to our evaluation strategy. Specifically, we analyze the results of the top 3 in sent-track and bag-track, and detailed information are listed in Table 5 and Table 6 respectively. As mentioned above, whether predicted results have a NA label or not will not affect the calcultion of F1-score, and we can also see the unbalanced distribution of relations from the Table 2 . Hence, if a predicted result has good performance in some large categories, it will have a good effect on the whole. Seven relations account for most of the test data, they are present husband (# 1), present wife (# 4), father (# 10), mother (# 11), son (#12), lover (# 32) and teacher (# 33). In sent-track, 2,000 of the 2,300 standard answers belong to these seven relations. In bag-track, these seven relations contain 560 of the 740 standard answers.
As shown in Table 5 and Table 6 , top 3 give up the prediction of some small categories and concentrate on the prediction of large categories, especially these seven relations. We compare the performance of each system in different relations by F1-score. All systems show good results in most of these seven relations. It can be seen that the predicted results of these reations are positively correlated with the overall results. One difference is that all three systems perform poorly in the prediction of the relation lover. We randomly sample some test sentences that actually express the relation of lover. Although there are some decisive keywords in these sentences, such as "相 恋" (fall in love), "男友" (boyfriend), "女友" (girlfriend), these systems tend to predict them as NA rather than lover. By contrast, systems prefer to predict NA as father, and the number of sentences or triples which predicted as father exceeds the actual number of ones that express the relation of father in both sent-track and bag-track. A manual check indicates that large amounts of sentences which just express the relation between parent and children are misclassified as the relation father. False negatives also have some influence on this result.
In order to provide a reference upper bound for future research on the shared task, we combine the results of the top 10 participating systems both on sent-track and bagtrack. For each entry, If at least one of top N systems gives out the correct answer, we count it as correct. As shown in Figure 1 , we can see that with the number of fusion results increases, the value of F1 increases dramatically. It is surprising that the upper bound of the sent-track finally exceeds the bag-track, which may be caused by the fact that a bag tends to have more than one relations. Compared to a sentence or bag with only one relation, a bag with multiple relations is more difficult to predict all relations.
Conclusion
The CCKS 2019 Shared Task on Inter-Personal Relationship Extraction consists of senttrack and bag-track. This year, 358 teams from various universities and organizations participated in the task. The goal of the task is to predict the relationship between two person entitties through the given sentence. The best system achieves an F1 score of 54.3% in the sent-track, and 63.0% in the bag-track. The IPRE dataset used in this shared task can be found at https://github.com/SUDA-HLT/IPRE. We refer to the system description papers for more in-depth analysis of individual systems and their performance in details [6, 9, 14, 18] .
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